
DRESSING OF SELFS & SORTING UNITS

Cosmic blue Cherry-red
U504 - ST9 U323 - ST9

Sunflower-yellow
U114 - ST9

Apple-green Black
U630 - ST9 U999 - ST7

Terracotta nude
U830 - ST9

2024-2026 Collection

Front cladding supplied: included in price and furniture code. Made of double-sided water-resistant melamine panels
(CTBH counterbalanced), 16mm thick, with veneered edges.

Additional side trim: : double-sided water-resistant melamine panels (CTBH counterbalanced) 16mm thick with
stainless steel corner protectors or stainless steel panels.   

Choose from the 15 colors in Egger's Eurodekor 2024 - 2026 collection collection below.

Please consult us for other possible colors, delivery times and prices. 
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Dark grey
Chicago concrete

Light grey
Chicago concrete

F187 - ST9 F186 - ST9
Metallic stainless
steel

F500 - ST20

Alpine White Champagne
American maple

W1100 - ST9 H3860 - ST9
Natural Bardolino
Oak

H1145 - ST10

Oiled Kendal
Oak 

Halifax Natural
Oak

H3171 - ST12 H1180 - ST37
Lorenzo Oak
Sand

H3146- ST19

To order samples on
the Egger website
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Very little shallow structure with a matt, satin-finish
surface. Gives plains a very natural texture and wood
decors a real veneer effect. Excellent resistance to
abrasion, scratches and fingerprints.

A matt structure with a pronounced rustic feel for added
authenticity. Applied to wood decors, it gives the impression
of planed wood.

Unevenly distributed wood pore structure of varying
depths, giving it a natural, authentic character. Silky
touch thanks to a light substructure.

ST9

A structure that imitates finely brushed metal surfaces,
both tactilely and visually. Particularly suitable for
pearlescent decors and plain colours.

SURFACE STRUCTURE

ST10

ST12

ST19
A deep matte structure with irregular, slightly undulating
grain patterns that highlight subdued wood decors. The
result is very natural and elegant, whether used vertically
or horizontally. Used on plains, this structure gives the
illusion of linear painted or lacquered wood.

ST20

ST37
Synchronised pore structure with Halifax Oak decor. Oak
grain with pronounced cracks that are perceptible to
the touch. Irregular pattern reinforces the natural look
of the decor.

Smooth pearlescent surface with medium gloss. Resistant
to wear and ideal for a variety of applications. The light
sheen of this structure adds a touch of elegance while
remaining sober.

ST7


